**Irwin crafting gem of a course in Minnesota**

By JERRY POLING

LAKE CITY, Minn. — In lovely Lake City, Minn., the biggest name in town always has been the Mississippi River, which flows by the city in a broad channel about 65 miles south of Minneapolis. Much of the town’s business, tourism and heritage are connected in some way to the river. In fact, it was in this city in 1922 where water skiing was invented, the city claims.

Lately, a couple new names in town are all that residents seem to talk about. A short drive above downtown and the Mississippi, bulldozers are clearing land for the biggest planned urban development project in Minnesota history: The Jewel at Lake City, an 18-hole semi-private golf course and residential development.

Residents aren’t just talking about the Jewel, but they’re talking about who it has brought to town: golf course architect Hale Irwin crafting gem of a course in Minnesota.

**Firm stresses view to future in renovation projects**

By DOUG SAUNDERS

BOCA RATON, Fla. — Architect Tim Freeland of Freeland Golf Group recently completed a $5.2 million renovation at the Polo Club here, which reopened Dec. 4. According to Freeland, the course was “too short, too tight, too hard and too hard to maintain.” RyanGolf handled the construction.

**Harvey completes Berkshire Valley design**

BERKSHIRE VALLEY GC is built atop an abandoned gravel mine in Jefferson Township, N.J.

JEFFERSON TOWNSHIP, N.J. — Golf Course architect A. John Harvey of The RBA Group has completed the design of Berkshire Valley Golf Course for the Morris County Parks Commission. The 6,900-yard 18-hole layout was built on an abandoned gravel mine.

The first five holes play along a terrace carved into a mountain, while the rest of the course lies in the base of the pit, bounding several large ponds that were once used during mining operations for material screening and silt containment.

The tee at the 195-yard 12th hole was constructed within the ruins of a stone building used in the 1910s by Ringling Brothers to house circus elephants. The Jewel at Lake City, a Hale Irwin design, is attracting a lot of attention just outside Minneapolis.
Irwin designing Minnesota gem
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course designer and three-time U.S. Open champion Hale Irwin.

And then there are two new golf course home-site owners, Minnesota Gov. Jesse Ventura and his wife, Terry. Ventura has announced plans to live at the Jewel sometime after he leaves office in 2003. He did not run for re-election in November.

Greg Matz, director of sales at the Jewel, said he realized what the project meant to the city of 4,500 recently when an elderly gentleman who had lived in Lake City all his life said, "Well, it's finally happened: Lake City has been discovered."
The project has been moving quickly after several years of work to gain city approval. Most of the course shaping, which is being done by Sema Golf of Scottsdale, Ariz., will take place in 2003, with an eye toward a July 2004 opening.

The Jewel is one of several golf courses currently being developed by Hale Irwin Design, a company Irwin founded in 1986. Mississippi Jewel Land Development, which is spending $5 million to build the golf course and $50 million on infrastructure to develop the land, Matz said. The eventual retail value of the land is expected to be $250 million to $300 million. The golf course will have five holes and others that may have started out bland but will be very nice."

It will open as a public course and gradually become restricted as more members join, Matz said. In addition to designing 25 courses, Irwin's company is part owner in three others, including the Jewel.

By buying into the courses it is building, Irwin's company "can add value to the project, and that will help us gain entry into more projects," Meyer said.

By becoming a partner in a project such as the Jewel, Irwin said, "We give investors and owners confidence that we're in for the long haul with them." Stan Gentry, who has been with Irwin since 1991, is the on-site architect responsible for overseeing Irwin's designs.

"What sets us apart is the owner - Hale's personality," Meyer said.

"The same seriousness and vigor, the way he approaches competitive golf, is the way he approaches his business."

Irwin said he always felt comfortable with designing courses. "My greatest learning curve has come from knowing the needs of the owner/designer. I didn't know that much about that side," Irwin said.

His philosophy, he said, is to design courses that are enjoyable and challenging for all handicaps. That approach was summed up by Meyer. "At the end of the day, Hale doesn't want people to say 'Who designed this?' but 'That was fun, and, oh, by the way, who was the designer?'" Meyer said.
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Among the improvements Jacobsen and Hardy made to the existing course were the installation of a computerized Toro irrigation system and Tigress greens and TifSport fairways. Jacobsen said the course will play with a level of difficulty for everyone, from the pros on down to juniors.

"I think the pros will find it difficult because of the length of the golf course (7,500 yards), but also fun and interesting because of the variation of the holes," he said. "When you need to make a course harder, just make it longer. We also made sure the course is playable in all types of weather, with particular attention given to drainage, given the weather in Houston."

Firm assists owners with renovations
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This is also the type of challenge that the consulting firm of Professional Golfscape Services is being contacted to deal with. President Ron Miller and his firm have 20 years of experience in golf construction and maintenance to assist owners and operators with golf course operations.

Not surprisingly, his firm has seen an increase in activity in Northern California and the West, as many courses, both private and public, look to retrofit themselves in the changing golf market.

"Through the years of working around various landscape projects I felt that there was a need for a firm to help direct courses through the various facets of construction and renovation," Miller said. "This led to the creation of our consulting firm, Professional Golfscape Services.

The surge of new golf construction has given golfers more playing options. Older courses feel the need to upgrade their facilities to be competitive with new layouts, and new courses are pressured to hold their market share to pay off their development expenditures.

With a slower economy, the golfing public is careful about where and how much they spend to play golf.

"Here in Northern California there were 27 golf projects that had been planned for over 15 years, but they all were built over the last five years. This influx has changed the region dramatically," Miller said. "What we have been forced to realize is that the old business model for golf just doesn't work anymore. Just building a new course does not ensure success. We feel it is important that our clients look at where they want to position themselves for future success when they think of minor renovation outlays."

Miller feels the biggest change is how people look at discretionary income. Recreational and leisure activities used to be two separate entities. Now these two interests have merged into lifestyle activity, which large real estate based developments offer not only golf but swimming, exercise facilities, biking and hiking trails, and restaurants to fill all the lifestyle needs.

"The new developments are aware just golf is not enough to survive in this new business climate. It is important that large real estate based developments have a broad plan that covers the need to reposition themselves in this new business climate," Miller said.

Miller's firm helps facilities develop a game plan to tackle renovation projects in-house. He assists in permitting, can provide architectural services, and can recommend golf construction firms. Miller focuses on attention to detail so clients won't get bogged down when a project begins.

But as much as the dealing with the nuts and bolts of a construction project, Professional Golfscape Services stresses the need to take a look at the big picture. Miller knows that while large operators and developers can capitalize using global tactics, smaller operators need to develop alliances to help them thrive.

"I think all golf course operators have to take a strong look at themselves and define what they are in order to know how they will fit into this new business environment. Our contribution has been to help our renovation clients take that hard look in order to thrive in the future," Miller said.